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大  会  安全理事会 

第七十四届会议  第七十四年 

议程项目 41   

塞浦路斯问题 
 

  

  2019 年 11 月 8 日塞浦路斯常驻联合国代表给秘书长的信 

 奉我国政府指示，谨随函附上两个单独的附件，其中记录了土耳其在 2019 年

9 月侵犯塞浦路斯国家领空、在塞浦路斯尼科西亚飞行情报区违反国际空中交通

管制条例以及非法使用塞浦路斯非开放港口和机场的行为(见各附件)。* 塞浦路

斯共和国严重关切这一行为模式。它是对塞浦路斯主权的持续侵犯，并加剧了土

耳其入侵和持续占领塞浦路斯部分领土的灾难性后果。 

 此外，这种一再违反《联合国宪章》和国际法以及触犯国际规则和条例的政

策，是对国际和平与安全的持续威胁，对区域稳定产生不利影响，危及国际民用

航空安全，给塞浦路斯空域空中交通造成困难，并阻碍为开展塞浦路斯和平进程

创造有利环境。 

 土耳其继续通过无线电呼叫有系统地骚扰尼科西亚飞行情报区内的民用和

军用飞机；与此同时，占领国在其所占领的塞浦路斯地区所建立的政权就土耳其

空军演习一事非法向飞行员发出了两次航情通报。此外，土耳其商业飞机系统性

地使用廷普机场。在塞浦路斯政府关闭其未有效控制的地区所有入境口岸之后，

该机场继续非法运营。 

 土耳其自 1974 年以来一直占领塞浦路斯共和国北部，上述行动显然旨在通

过声称对塞浦路斯共和国被占领土上空提出所谓的权利主张，损害塞浦路斯的主

权，巩固持续至今的事实上的分裂，并提高分裂主义实体的地位。在这方面，我

要强调，塞浦路斯国只有一个，即塞浦路斯共和国，这也是安全理事会各项决议

(特别是第 541(1983)和 550(1984)号决议)所规定的。这些决议宣布，所谓的塞浦

路斯部分分离在法律上是无效的。 

 * 附件仅以来件所用语文分发。 

https://undocs.org/ch/S/RES/541(1983)
https://undocs.org/ch/S/RES/541(1983)
https://undocs.org/ch/S/RES/550(1984)
https://undocs.org/ch/S/RES/550(1984)
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 谨此代表我国政府，强烈抗议土耳其持续侵犯塞浦路斯领空和领水以及违反

国际空中交通管制条例的行为，并呼吁立即停止这些行为。 

 塞浦路斯共和国再次呼吁尊重安全理事会决议，遵守《联合国宪章》所载的

主权和不干涉原则。 

 最后，敦促土耳其和土族塞人社区为有意义地恢复和平进程作出贡献，而不

要专注于损害塞浦路斯共和国的主权，并通过制造既成事实和巩固现状，包括设

法在政治上提高分离主义实体地位，推进塞浦路斯的分治。 

 请将本函及其附件作为大会议程项目 41 和安全理事会的文件分发为荷。 

 

常驻代表 

安德烈亚斯·马夫罗伊亚尼斯(签名) 
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  2019 年 11 月 8 日塞浦路斯常驻联合国代表给秘书长的信的附件一 

Airborne violations, September 2019 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   
1 September 0238-1422 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia flight information region (FIR) without 

diplomatic permit or contacting the Nicosia area control centre (ACC). 

 2100-0530 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

2 September 0931-1050 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0937-1056 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0950-1015 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1457-1522 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2110-2155 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2245-0951 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

3 September 0829-0910 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0922-1034 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1130-1207 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1702-1904 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2142-0529 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

4 September 0110-0850 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0830-0908 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 
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entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0910-0929 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0915-0933 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0933-1052 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1118-1140 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1214-1226 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1421-1641 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1512-1600 Two F-16 and two F-4 Turkish military aircrafts infringed international air 

traffic regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of 

Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1538-1634 Two F-16 Turkish military aircrafts infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1612-2225 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1904-1936 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

5 September  0237-1020 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0820-0900 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0937-1055 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1416-1544 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 1940-2130 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2146-0535 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

6 September 0847-0928 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0920-1035 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0952-1016 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1650-1720 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2315-0916 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

7 September 1345-1741 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1647-1704 One GLF-4 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2100-0540 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

8 September 1153-2107 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC.                                 

 1657-2020 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

9 September 0838-0913 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0926-1042 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1212-1228 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 1432-1449 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1812-1830 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1933-1944 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1940-1949 One GLF-4 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2148-0534 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2250-0540 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

10 September 0835-0917 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0923-1042 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1148-1236 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1407-1450 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1828-1912 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic                                                                                                                                                                      

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2119-0543 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic                                                                                             

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

11 September 0846-0925 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0923-1039 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0949-1237 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 1148-1204 One C-160 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1207-1253 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1530-1748 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1620-1732 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1703-1724 One C-160 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

12 September 0729-0815 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0920-1038 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1007-1225 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1046-1255 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1115-1346 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1251-0203 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1348-1507 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1337-1357 One B-200 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1512-1528 One B-200 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1555-1823 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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13 September  0725-0802 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0914-1026 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1049-1127 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic regulations 

and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by entering the 

Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1410-1616 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1542-1704 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

14 September 1040-1120 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2318-0002 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

15 September 2115-0543 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

16 September 0007-0425 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0920-1035 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1421-1533 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1925-2032 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2205-0439 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

17 September 0917-1035 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0939-1106 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0950-1145 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 1049-1155 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1352-1423 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1504-1523 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1818-1833 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2100-2150 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

18 September 0004-0544 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0845-0853 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0902-1735 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0926-1045 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1018-1046 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1415-1640 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1744-1823 One C-130 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1922-1948 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

19 September 0001-0041 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0425-0540 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0605-1748 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0925-1042 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 0958-1019 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1037-1155 Two Turkish military helicopters infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1419-1536 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1923-0804 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2248-2312 One A-400 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

20 September 1031-1150 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1142-1206 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1345-1400 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1848-1922 One C-130 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

21 September 0925-1044 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1651-2124 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2202-0537 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

22 September 0643-0743 Two Cougar Turkish military helicopters infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1608-0333 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1748-1854 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2240-0856 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

23 September 0918-1043 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 1113-1131 One ATR-72 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1320-1443 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1326-0600 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1416-1540 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1442-1503 One ATR-72 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1455-1832 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 2009-0855 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

24 September 0935-1049 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1340-1612 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1421-1433 Two F-16 and two F-4 Turkish military aircrafts infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1424-1548 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1643-1727 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

25 September  0935-1131 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1024-1138 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1047-1111 One B-200 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1130-1439 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1251-1502 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 1402-1419 One B-200 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1459-1559 Two Turkish military helicopters infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1617-1732 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

26 September 0024-0200 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0920-1039 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1003-1310 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1410-2152 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1421-1535 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1710-1842 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

27 September 0918-1027 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1011-1033 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1552-1608 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by 

entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1602-0531 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1632-1850 One B-350 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

28 September 1116-1133 One ATR-72 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1158-2359 One Anka Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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 1434-1449 One ATR-72 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

29 September 1021-1045 One Bayraktar Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

30 September 0919-1037 One AW-139 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 0943-1132 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1515-1658 One S-70 Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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  2019 年 11 月 8 日塞浦路斯常驻联合国代表给秘书长的信的附件二 

Naval violations, September 2019 

Dates Nature of violation 

  
1-2 September One P-334 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

1-2 September One Turkish vessel (Cesme) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

1-2 September  One Turkish vessel (Iskenderun) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

1-5 September One S-351 Turkish submarine violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Kyrenia while participating in a naval operation of 

the occupation forces. 

2-4 September One P-337 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

4-6 September One P-334 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

6-8 September One P-337 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

8 September  One Turkish vessel (Tanux 1) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

8-10 September One P-334 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

10 September One P-337 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

10-11 September One P-337 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

10-16 September One S-358 Turkish submarine violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Kyrenia while participating in a naval operation of 

the occupation forces. 

11-12 September One P-336 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 
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12-14 September One P-334 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

13-15 September One P-501 Turkish corvette violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

14-16 September One P-336 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

17-18 September One P-336 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

17-18 September  One Turkish vessel (Iskenderun) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

18-19 September One F-505 Turkish corvette violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

20-21 September  One Turkish vessel (Iskenderun) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

21-24 September One F-505 Turkish corvette violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

21-25 September One P-334 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

21-26 September One P-336 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

24 September  One Turkish vessel (Tanux 1) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

25 September One P-330 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

25 September  One Turkish vessel (Tanux 1) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

26-28 September  One P-336 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Kyrenia while participating in a naval operation of 

the occupation forces. 

27 September  One Turkish vessel (Apollo Moon) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of 

Cyprus and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval 

operation of the occupation forces. 
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28 September One F-504 Turkish corvette violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and 

illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation of the 

occupation forces. 

28 September One P-336 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus 

and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval operation 

of the occupation forces. 

29 September  One Turkish vessel (Apollo Moon) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of 

Cyprus and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval 

operation of the occupation forces. 

30 September  One Turkish vessel (Apollo Moon) violated the territorial waters of the Republic of 

Cyprus and illegally used the closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval 

operation of the occupation forces. 

 


